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Beauty A path to God
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Dear members and friends,
The world of 2014 leading into 2015 is marked by unease, little respect for human life, disregard for and
exclusion of millions people who are powerless and live in extreme poverty. It would be easy to lose heart
in the face of the reality of so much suffering, injustice and negativity.
However, we instinctively know that such a loss of hope would not be faithful to God, nor to the way of the
gospel. So our reflections for the first part of 2015 are going to follow the Sundays of the Church year, but
perhaps in a slightly different way. In one of his letters to his friend Alexandre Dufieux, Frederic Ozanam wrote:
God is not only the great Geometer, the great Legislator, he is also the great Artist. God is the Author of
all poetry, he has spilled it in waves throughout creation, and if he wished the world to be good, he also
wished it beautiful.
We propose that the five Sundays of Ordinary time before Lent will be a series of reflections on beauty as
a path to God.
During Lent, the reflections will seek to explore some of the positive ways in which we could make better
personal and community responses to God and the Gospel, as revealed in all the detail and challenges of life.
Then, at Easter and during the Easter season, we will explore the Joy of the Gospel. The final Sundays of
April will base reflections on seeking to discover the risen Lord ,” to see the face of Jesus”.
If you would like to help with the production of these Guides or have any other enquiries please contact
lewishamreception@vinnies.org.au

Bill Johnston
Spiritual Adviser

Our Mission
The St Vincent de Paul Society is a lay Catholic organisation that aspires to live the Gospel message by
serving Christ in the poor with love, respect, justice and joy, and by working to shape a more just and
compassionate society.
Our Vision
The St Vincent de Paul Society aspires to be recognised as a caring Catholic charity offering “a hand up” to
people in need. We do this by respecting their dignity, sharing our hope, and encouraging them to take control
of their own destiny.

The Spiritual Reflection Guides of the St Vincent de Paul Society are produced by Bill Johnston.
Text: Lisa Bright, Bill Johnston.
Prayers and other texts taken from The Sunday Missal, first published in Australia by E. J. Dwyer (Australia) Pty. Ltd. Later editions
published by Harper Collins Religious. Material subject to copyright is used under Licence 2262, Word of Life International.
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WELCOMING
THE MESSIAH
4 JAN
2015

EPIPHANY OF THE LORD
Is 60: 1-6
Eph 3: 2-3, 5-6
Mt 2: 1-12
Pick up just about any pack of Christmas cards in a shop, and
you will find a depiction of three kings, or Magi, or wise men
who come from the East to visit and pay respect to the infant
king of the Jews.
Matthew’s gospel does not say that there were three of
them, nor does he use the names that tradition has given
them, Gaspar, Balthasar, Melchior. As told by Matthew,
the irony is that it was by strangers and not by his own
Jewish people that Jesus’ arrival into the world was first
acknowledged. More than that, Herod and his people saw
this child as a threat rather than a blessing. And as the
narrative concludes, there is a sense of relief, when the
visitors are warned not to go back to Herod but to return
home by another way.

THIS WEEK...
Your Light is strong,
your Love is near;
He will have pity on the weak
and save the lives of the poor
(Ps.71)

How to recognise and come to know Jesus? Perhaps every
searcher for the truth has something to show us, an insight
that we may not have, a gift and a perspective to surprise us.
The Magi of the Gospel are the open, dignified, sincere and
generous searchers who seek out, welcome and reverence
the babe of Bethlehem as God’s gift to the world.
The Wise Men were people from another tradition and
another part of the world. Describe someone you may have
met who has helped you to know the person of Jesus.
Who are the Magi of our contemporary world?

Prayer
Here is the gospel
That the son of God came
down to us,
The word of God made flesh,
Alive in the world,
Full of Grace and truth
- Maureen Edwards, in Prayers
Encircling the World
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The Time of
New Beginnings
BAPTISM OF THE LORD

11 JAN
2015

Is 55: 1-11
John 5: 1-9
Mark 1: 7-11
How many times in our life have we thought, “Gee, I wish I
could do that over?” It may be after an embarrassing situation,
an argument or pretty much any time where we know we
could have done something differently. In some of those
situations, we might even have been at fault and in need
of forgiveness. Isn’t it great that through Baptism, we are
welcomed into the family of God! And because we are part
of the family of God, we can ask for forgiveness for those
moments we are not proud of and, in a sense, start over and
try again.
We hear in the Gospel the story of the Baptism of Jesus. It
is a new beginning in Jesus’ life as it marks the beginning of
his public ministry. We read in the verses before the Gospel
passage that “John the baptizer appeared in the wilderness,
proclaiming a baptism of repentance and forgiveness of sins.”

THIS WEEK...
Keep us, your children born of
water and the Spirit faithful to
our calling.

Prayer
You welcome us into your
kingdom, O God, as we are.
Wash your love over us so that
we recognise
your face in all whom we meet.

Here we are told that the waters of baptism wash away our
sin and welcome us into a new life with God. For many of us
though, we received the Sacrament of Baptism when we were
infants, so this new beginning as it were, is a memory told
through stories and photos.
However, we make a conscious choice to say yes to our
baptismal calling each and every day. We are called to a life
with God, sharing the gospel message to all whom we meet,
through word and action.
We do this through our charitable works with the Society, but
also in all the personal decisions we make at every other time
in our life, especially in those times when we wish we could
have done something differently! For those times we haven’t
made the wise decision, by the grace of our baptism, we have
been offered the opportunity to try again.
“You never completely ‘dry off’ from your baptism.” (Gerard
Baumbach)
What do you think those words might mean for life today?
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THE BEAUTY
OF GOD IN
ALL CREATION
SECOND SUNDAY
ORDINARY TIME
1 Sam 3: 3-10, 19
1 Cor 6: 13-15, 17-20
John 1: 35-42
One doesn’t have to look far to witness the beauty of God
in creation. This ‘lucky country’ in which we live is blessed
with glorious landscapes, stunning beaches and ocean views,
majestic forests and picturesque country side. Even in the
aridness of drought or the fierceness of a raging storm, as
hard as it may seem, there are glimpses of beauty in these
natural occurrences.
As we have a responsibility to love each of our brothers and
sisters in Christ, we have a responsibility to our earth to which
has been entrusted into our care. The mission is ours to show
love to all of God’s creation as “All creation reflects the beauty
and blessing of God’s image.” We may be familiar with the
tradition of the Examen, a mode of reflection developed by St
Ignatius Loyola. A Jesuit priest, Joseph Carver, SJ has taken this
prayer form and has focused it on God’s creation. This is found
on the website of Catholic Earthcare, (www.catholicearthcare.
org.au) an agency of the Australian Catholic Bishops Conference
promoting the sacredness and beauty of God’s creation.
Take some time to go through the Examen with friends and on
your own. Let us always remember that …

18 JAN
2015

THIS WEEK...
“A single sunbeam is enough to
drive away many shadows.”
- Francis of Assisi

Prayer
“God of Creation my prayer is
that I will become fully aware
that I am a living part of the
organism of Your Planet Earth
that I will come to know and love
the Earth mind the wonder and
beauty and mystery of it so that
I can direct the love and healing
energy that is due to it Amen.”
-Tom Bass, Occasional Prayers

All creation reflects the beauty and blessing of God’s image.
Where was I most aware of this today?
Can I identify and pin-point how I made a conscious effort
to care for God’s creation during this day?
What challenges or joys do I experience as I recall my care
for creation?
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THE BEAUTY OF
GOD IN COMPASSION
AND FORGIVENESS
THIRD SUNDAY ORDINARY TIME

25 JAN
2015

Jonah 3: 1-5,10
1 Cor 7: 29-31
Mk 1: 4-20
The story of Jonah speaks volumes of the compassion of God
towards the people of Nineveh when they ‘renounce their evil
behaviour’. What precedes these verses in the Bible is the
compassion also shown to Jonah after he refuses God’s first
call to deliver the message of repentance to the people of
Nineveh. Even after saying ‘No’ to God, God has compassion
and offers forgiveness.

THIS WEEK...
Forgiveness has no power
to change the past, but it has
enormous power to mould
the future.

There is much freedom and beauty in God’s forgiveness and
compassion. God’s forgiveness for us at those times we
have said no to God or haven’t quite done our best reflects
for us the forgiveness and compassion that we are asked to
have for others at those times when they haven’t lived up to
our expectations. And not only forgiveness for others, but
forgiveness towards ourselves when we have failed to do
what is right in the eyes of God. Each time we celebrate the
Eucharist, we ask God for mercy for those things that we
“have done and for those things that we fail to do”. Through
compassion and forgiveness we have a chance to let go of the
past and move on into the future – whether we are forgiving
ourselves or forgiving others. Such beauty in that feeling of
freedom! And such beauty in knowing that God is always there
waiting to forgive.
Have you ever said No to God? Particularly in your work as
Vincentians there may be times when we have wanted to
say ‘No’. Recall those moments and share with the group
what helped you move through those times.

Prayer
May you be filled with loving
kindness.
May you be well.
May you be peaceful and at ease.
May you be happy.
(Ancient Tibetan
Buddhist Blessing)
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THE BEAUTY
OF GOD IN
THANKFULNESS
FOURTH SUNDAY ORDINARY TIME

1 FEB
2015

Deut 18:15-20
1 Cor 7: 32-35
Mk 1: 21-28
At some time in your life you may have written in a journal
or diary … an account of the events in your life and maybe
the feelings associated with them. Have you ever heard of a
Gratitude Journal? The challenge of each day, writing a few lines
reflecting on what it is we may be particularly thankful for. More
recently, people have taken to social media engaging in the
“Gratefulness Challenge” whereby for five days one posts three
things they are grateful for each day.
Our lives are caught up with so many things … so many worries
as we hear in the second reading. St Paul shares, “I would
like to see you free from all worry” and continues to ask of
the people of Corinth to give their undivided attention to the
Lord. We all know how challenging that can be as we concern
ourselves with the “world’s affairs”. As we lose ourselves
in the everyday we may lose our sense of appreciation or
gratitude for both the big and small things in our lives. Not that
we mean to, but we can get so caught up that we forget to
thank God for the wonderful things that we have been blessed
with. There is so much beauty and freedom in being thankful.
Take this moment –

THIS WEEK...
Love wholeheartedly, be surprised,
give thanks and praise – then you
will discover the fullness of your life.
- Brother David Steindl-Rast

Prayer
All shall be, Amen and Alleluia.
We shall rest and we shall see,
We shall see and we shall know,
We shall know and we shall love,
We shall love and we shall praise.
Behold our end which is no end.
(From An African Prayer Book)

• We are thankful for the ability to participate in this reflection;
• We are thankful for the opportunity for God to speak to us
through this reflection;
• We are thankful for the gift to be able to serve each other
and people in need through the work of the Society;
• We are thankful for the gifts that we have given to be able to
share the love of God by putting our faith into action.
Thank you God!
Over this coming week, take up your own gratefulness
challenge. Share with your group three things that you are
thankful for and then continue to do so each day on your
own or with friends.
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THE BEAUTY
OF GOD IN
THe present moment
FIFTH SUNDAY ORDINARY TIME

8 FEB
2015

Job 7: 1-4, 6-7
1 Cor 9: 16-19, 22-23
Mk 1: 29-29
We have all probably heard the often quoted, “Take some
time to stop and smell the roses.” This speaks of putting aside
all the concerns of the day and taking the time to stop and
enjoy the moment that is right here waiting. But how many
times have we found our minds taking us to a place of lament
similar to that of Job from the first reading. When will it be
morning? When will the day end? We are so caught up in what
is coming next that sometimes we can forget to enjoy the
gift of the beauty of God that is in front of us right now. Even
In those moments of silence or the empty spaces, we often
long to fill them up with doing that we can fail to see God right
there in front of us.

THIS WEEK...
Life is not about waiting for the
storm to pass; it is about dancing
in the rain.

We may find ourselves in a similar thought pattern when we
are on a pastoral visit, in a meeting or in volunteering for a
special work. We are happy to give our time to help others but
on occasion we may find our thoughts wandering,
“How long until I am finished?”
“What have I got on after this.”
“I wish they would stop talking!”
When our mind wanders, two things are happening. Firstly,
we are not seeing the gift of God’s beauty present in that
moment or in the other person we are with, albeit sometimes
hidden. And secondly, we are not giving ourselves as the full
gift of God’s love to the other in that present moment. We are
denying ourselves and the other the full experience of the gift
of the present moment that God has given. Every moment is a
once in a lifetime opportunity. Imagine the freedom, happiness
and beauty if that is how we lived.
Have you found yourself wandering way too far into the
future? How can you refocus yourself back to the present
moment of God’s love?

Prayer
Drop thy still dews of
quietness,
Till all our strivings cease;
Take from our souls the strain
and stress,
And let our ordered lives
confess
The beauty of thy peace.
- John Greenleaf Whittier,
1807-1892
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THE BEAUTY OF
GOD IN THE STRANGER
AND THE UNEXPECTED
15 FEB
2015

SIXTH SUNDAY ORDINARY TIME
Lev 13: 1-2, 44-46
1 Cor 10: 31 – 11:1
Mk 1: 40-45
As Vincentians, finding God in the stranger and the
unexpected is not lost on us. It is often what keeps us going
in the moments that are a little bit tougher than others. And
then upon further reflection we may be able to articulate the
moments of beauty in the encounter. We know that they
are there as we believe that there is the beauty of God in
everybody as people created in the likeness and image of God.
In this week’s gospel we hear the story of Jesus curing a man
with leprosy. We recognise that Jesus sees the beauty of God
in this man as he feels sorry for him and therefore cures him.
The man then goes and tells everyone after Jesus ‘sternly
ordered him’ to say nothing to anyone. Of course the man
would have been ecstatic about his new lease on life. But
Jesus asked him not to say anything!
How could Jesus not have been angry? This opened the gates
for everyone to come to Jesus. Jesus no longer could stay
in town but live in isolation to get some peace. Where is the
beauty in that? As with all challenges, we are sure that Jesus
too would have had to come to terms with the task that his
Father set out for him. Jesus, like us, would have had to stop
and reflect to be able to see the beauty of God, in the stranger
or the unexpected situation, who faces us, defenceless and
vulnerable, asking to be received into our midst.

THIS WEEK...
“God expects but one thing of you,
and that is that you should come
out of yourself in so far as you are a
created being made and let God be
God in you.”
-Meister Eckhart

Prayer
God of welcome,
God of the stranger.
We come as strangers.
We come as those who you
welcome.
We come as those called to
welcome.
- Anna Woofenden

Our Creator God wills everyone to know his abundant love and
to share that love with others. We are witness to that love by
the beauty of human life, made whole in the life, death and
resurrection of Christ.
Share an encounter that upon reflection was truly the
beauty of God in the most unlikely of situations.
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GOD IS CLOSE
AT HAND
FIRST SUNDAY LENT

22 FEB
2015

Gen 9: 8-15
1 Peter 3: 18-22
Mk 1: 12-15
According to the great 20th century spiritual writer, Thomas
Merton, “The purpose of Lent is not only expiation, to satisfy
the divine justice, but above all is a preparation to rejoice in
the His Love. If we were terrified of God as an inexorable
judge, we would not confidently await his mercy, or approach
him trustfully in prayer. One of the things that we must cast
out first is fear. Fear narrows the little entrance to our heart. It
shrinks our capacity to love… Our peace and our joy in Lent
are a guarantee of grace”.
(Seasons of Celebration)

THIS WEEK...
Bring us back to you
And the life your son won for us

As we enter the weeks of Lent in preparation for Easter, it
is much more important to see the time as an opportunity
to promote goodness, rather than to perform a litany of
acts of penance; a conscious effort to do good, rather than
determination to avoid evil.
The word ‘freedom”, or liberation, is both a commonplace of
everyday life and a deeply spiritual concept. In one sense, we
look for freedom from: from injustice, from fear, from violence,
from persecution. More importantly, we look for freedom for:
for community, for compassion, for dignity, for peace.
Pope Francis reminds us: … “wherever we go, we are called
as Christians to proclaim the liberating news that forgiveness
is possible, that God is greater than our sinfulness, that
he freely loves us at all times and that we were made for
communion and eternal life”. (Lenten Message 2013)
Can you think of aspects of your own life that need
liberation during this Lent? What change in your mind and
heart do you pray for?

Prayer
We thank you, Lord God
for all the benefits you have
given us
In your Son, Jesus Christ.
We ask that we may see
Christ more clearly
Love Him more dearly,
And follow Him more nearly.
AMEN
-R
 ichard, Bishop of
Chichester, 13c
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MY SON THE BELOVED
LISTEN TO HIM
SECOND SUNDAY LENT

1 march
2015

Gen 22: 1–2, 9-13, 15-18
Rom 8: 31-34
Mk 9: 2-10
Most readers of the account of the Transfiguration in today’s
gospel concentrate, as Peter did, on the miraculous
transformation in Jesus and its effect on the three disciples
present with him on the mountain. But it is the words from
the cloud that hold the key to the event: ‘My beloved Son,
Listen to him’. And that is the theme of this week of Lent.
Over the course of the centuries, the community of Christ’s
followers has grown and diversified. It has evolved into a
complex network of institutions, with traditions, liturgies,
devotions and rules and observances that have shaped the
lives and the spirituality of its members.
The former Anglican Bishop of Durham, Tom Wright, published
in 2011, Simply Jesus - who he was, what he did, why it
matters, which asks readers to refocus on the essence of
Christian living. Some years prior to that, Dominican Father
Albert Nolan wrote Christ before Christianity. a strong call for
the Church to return to Jesus of the gospels as the centre
of its life. Most recently, we have seen in the teaching and
writing of Pope Francis a passionate call to contemporary
Catholics to rediscover their direct personal relationship with
Jesus of the Gospels, to live lives of joy and hope, to go out
with trust to respect and include everyone that they meet. The
single rule of faith is Jesus Christ – for everyone!

THIS WEEK...
Lord, we seek your face;
Make yourself known to us

Prayer
Son of the Father,
You do not appear to us
as you were seen by the
apostles on the mountain.
We see you by faith, not by
sight.
May we be blessed by your
presence
In all that we do. AMEN

Say something to your group about the Jesus you follow?
What for you is the most important and practical way to
‘listen to Him’?
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STOP TURNING MY
FATHER’S HOUSE
INTO A MARKET
THIRD SUNDAY LENT

8 MARch
2015

Exodus 20: 1-17
1 Cor 1: 22-25
John 2: 13-25
For the writer of John’s Gospel, there was an increasing tension
between Jesus and the temple authorities; the business of the
temple - changing money, selling sacrificial animals, offering
of gifts - had become more important than the purpose of the
dedicated building as place of prayer and worship. The word
‘building’ in the later part of the gospel reading today has a
double meaning, referring to the destruction of the temple and
Jesus ’own immanent passion and death.

THIS WEEK...
Rest in God alone, my soul.
He is the source of my hope
Ps.62

For committed Christians, the time of Lent is an opportunity to
review the whole basis of what it is to be followers of Jesus, as
individuals and as Church. Pope Francis insists:
...the Gospel tells us constantly to run the risk of a face-toface encounter with others, with their physical presence
which challenges us, with their pain and their pleas, with their
joy which infects us in our close and continuous interaction.
True faith in the incarnate Son of God is inseparable from selfgiving, from membership in the community, from service,
from reconciliation with others. The Son of God, by becoming
flesh, summoned us to a revolution of tenderness (Evangelii
Gaudium, #.88)
These days offer the possibility of renewal and of urgency in
working for God’s kingdom of justice and peace. They also
challenge us to authentic representing of the Lord in all that
we do.

Prayer

Are there elements of our daily Christian living that could
be seen as needing to be cast out as part of ’the market’?

May Christ live in our hearts
through faith

Lord, make us true and faithful
disciples

May we be filled with the
fullness of God
And may your kingdom come.
AMEN
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CHILDREN OF
THE LIGHT
FOURTH SUNDAY LENT

15 march
2015

Chron 36: 14-16, 19-23
Eph 2: 4-10
Jn 3: 14-21
There are two themes in the liturgy of this Sunday. The first is
the unconditional and forgiving love of God for humanity and
the world; the second is that Jesus is the light of the world. In
scripture light and darkness are often used as metaphors for
good and evil. That is particularly true in the Gospel of John,
from which the account of the meeting between Jesus and
Nicodemus is taken.
The fourth gospel has three recurring words by which Jesus
refers to himself;
I am the light of the world;
I am the living bread that has come down from heaven;
He would have given you living water
It is as though we are being instructed that in Jesus we have
the essential elements of life ; light, food and water. In the
words of Jesus to Nicodemus, there is a fundamental choice
to be made: light or darkness.
African American religious songs seem to capture well today’s
invitation to become children of the light. Here are two
examples from the latter half of the nineteenth century. When
Jesus tells Nicodemus, ‘God loved the world so much that he
gave his only son’, the spiritual simply states:
He have been with us, Jesus,
He still with us, Jesus,
He will be with us, Jesus,
Be with us to the end….

THIS WEEK...
Anyone who follows me will not
be walking in the dark;
He will have the light of life.
(Jn 3:12)

Prayer
Heavenly Father,
Your Lord Jesus Christ
brings light and peace to
a sinful world.
Teach us, the people who
bear his name,
To follow the example he
gives us.
May our faith, hope and charity
Turn hatred to love, conflict
to peace, death to eternal life.
AMEN
- Prayer of Mass

The invitation of Lent is to become children of the Light; the
spiritual invites us to:
Joy in the light, Who is that light?
Jesus is the light, Beautiful light.
What are some of the occasions when the Church uses
the symbol of light to remind us of Christ Our Light?
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I SHALL DRAW ALL
PEOPLE TO MYSELF
FIFTH SUNDAY LENT

22 MARch
2015

Jer 31: 31-34
Heb 5: 7-9
Jn 12: 20-33
It is particularly through the Gospel of John that the Church
reflects on the final days of the life of Jesus and foreshadows
all the events of Holy Week, including Christ’s death on the
cross. Today’s gospel reading also looks to the resurrection and
the future Church. The way of Jesus is not one of compulsion
and the call is an invitation. That invitation is repeated to the
contemporary world in Pope Francis’ Apostolic Exhortation:
The salvation which God has wrought, and the Church
joyfully proclaims, is for everyone. God has found a way
to unite himself to every human being in every age. He
has chosen to call them together as a people and not as
isolated individuals. No one is saved by himself or herself,
individually, or by his or her own efforts. God attracts us by
taking into account the complex interweaving of personal
relationships entailed in the life of a human community.
The people which God has chosen and called is the Church.
Jesus did not tell the apostles to form an exclusive and
elite group. He said: “Go and make disciples of all nations”.
Saint Paul tells us that in the people of God, in the Church,
“there is neither Jew or Greek…for you are all one in Christ
Jesus”. To those who feel far from God and the Church, to
all those who are fearful or indifferent, I would like to say
this: the Lord, with great respect and love, is also calling
you to be part of his people! (Evangelii Gaudium, #113)
The papal exhortation stresses that the Church should
be centred on the person of the Lord, should be a true
community, should be absolutely inclusive and for everyone.
How does that apply to your parish and to the St Vincent
de Paul Society?

THIS WEEK...
Glory to you, Word of God,
Lord Jesus Christ

Prayer
Giver of all that is good,
Change our selfishness into
generosity
Help us to love the world you
have given us
And to work for dignity and
peace. AMEN
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THE LONGING
FOR PEACE
PALM SUNDAY

29 MARch
2015

Is 50: 4-7
Phil 2: 6-11
Mk 14: 1 – 15: 47
If we look at the readings that the Church proposes to us for
each week of the liturgical calendar, we can have a sense of
fragmentation, of small passages of scripture given to us
to think about. Many of the Sunday gospels relate individual
parables of Jesus or particular incidents of the preaching and
public mission. But when we come to Passion Sunday, Holy
Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Sunday, there is a much
more coherent, detailed and confronting account of the events
leading to Good Friday and Easter Sunday.
This year, on Palm Sunday, the formal reading is ‘the passion of
Our Lord Jesus Christ according to Mark”, and then the “Passion
of Our Lord Jesus Christ according to John” on Good Friday.
One person who appears only in in the account of Mark is a
woman; she anoints the head of Jesus wth precious nard.
Jesus says of her ,’She has anointed my body beforehand for
its burial’.
How important to simply read quietly and at our own pace the
sequence of events that lead to Calvary. We suggest that a
personal reading of Mark’s account in the New Testament is
almost as important as being part of the public proclamation at
Mass on Palm Sunday. Some of the details are unique to this
gospel, such as; “They enlisted a passer-by, Simon of Cyrene,
father of Alexander and of Rufus, who was coming in from the
country, to carry his cross.”

THIS WEEK...
He was despised, despised and
rejected
A man of sorrows and afflicted
with grief.
(Isaiah)

Prayer
Divine Master,
We see in your passion and
death
The path beyond this life which
is there for us all.
Give us hope In your
resurrection,
Give us peace in our coming to
you. AMEN

As we reflect on the suffering and death of the Just One, we
remember the deaths of all the innocent victims of violence and
disaster in the world and we pray for peace.
Choose one section of the passion narrative from Mark’s
gospel and make your own comment on it.
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we are those
witnesses
EASTER SUNDAY

5 APRIL
2015

Acts 10: 34, 37-43
Colossians 3:1-4
John 20:1-9
What a great opportunity it is to witness something
extraordinary. It may be baby’s first steps, a great
advancement in science or even the experience of a
spectacular sunset. At those moments, we often find
ourselves thinking how lucky we are to witness such an
amazing sight. At other times, we don’t realise what a
privilege it is to witness such things until later.

THIS WEEK...
“For the heart of the resurrection is
the matter of love.”
- McBride

For Jesus’ apostles, it was a bit like that. Despite the three
years they spent with Jesus in his public ministry, we see on
many occasions in the gospels, that at times the apostle’s
just didn’t get it. They knew they were with someone really
special, but not until the resurrection did things make sense.
In the Gospel of John we hear that “til this moment they had
failed to understand the teaching of the scripture, that he
must rise from the dead.”
In Peter’s address to Cornelius in the first reading, he shares
the story of the ministry of Jesus, and proudly proclaims
that he was witness to all that Jesus did and now was the
time to proclaim Jesus’ message to his people. As children
of God, we also are called to be those witnesses with the
responsibility to share the message of Jesus to all his people.
As witnesses of Christ, we will experience many spectacular
moments of grace with those whom we encounter. Like
the apostles we might not recognise those moments
immediately, but hopefully, with the light of the risen Christ
guiding us, we will come to realise such moments as an
encounter with God.
Share a time in your life where in hindsight, you have
recognised that an experience you had was actually an
encounter with God.

Prayer
Love is stronger than hatred.
Hope is stronger than despair.
Life is stronger than death.
And nothing is impossible with
God.
- Fr. James Martin SJ
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BELIEVING WITHOUT
SEEING – THE POWER
OF HOPE
SECOND SUNDAY EASTER

12 APRIL
2015

Acts 4: 32-35
1 Jn 5: 1-6
Jn 20: 19-31
This week we encounter Thomas needing to see the risen
Jesus himself before believing. Jesus responds to Thomas
with words which we are very familiar,
“You believe because you can see me. Happy are those
who have not seen and yet believe.”
As children baptised in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, we believe in the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus without seeing God Incarnate for
ourselves. Is it because it is just something we have grown up
with or are used to? Or something that is, just because it is?
Might it be the Power of Hope that we continually hear in the
stories of the Bible and celebrate each week in the Eucharist
that enables us to believe without seeing?
Liberation Theologist, Gustavo Gutierrez, shares that hope
is “the most human of all emotions” and is “related to the
broadest and most luminous horizon.” We are very aware of
Christians living in the most oppressive circumstances and yet,
while dealing with their circumstances, they still find a reason
to hope in the Lord and keep their eye on that most luminous
horizon. Gutierrez continues, “…because of one’s hope in the
resurrected Christ, one is liberated from the narrow limits of
the present and can think and act completely in terms of what
is to come.” Regardless of the situation we may find ourselves
in, we will always have the power of hope … and we know
this because Jesus didn’t just die on the cross – he rose again.
The resurrection is the reason for our hope.

THIS WEEK...
“Hundreds may believe, but each
has to believe by himself”
- W.H.Auden

Prayer
Increase in our minds and
hearts
The risen life we share with
Christ
And help us to grow as your
people
Towards the fullness of eternal
life with you.

“To hope does not mean to know the future, but rather to
be open, in an attitude of spiritual childhood, to accepting it
as a gift.” (Gutierrez)
What are the ways you offer the gift of hope to the people
that you serve?
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THEIR JOY WAS SO
GREAT - THE POWER OF JOY
THIRD SUNDAY EASTER

19 APRIL
2015

Acts 3: 13-15, 17-19
1 Jn 2: 1-5
Lk 24: 35-48
Today, we read the account of one of the post-resurrection
meetings of Jesus with the disciples; his presence is a
reassurance and source of joy to them. True joy is a sign of
goodness. It is a blessing and, like all blessings, is lifegiving
only if it is passed on. That seems to have been very much
the spirit of the early church community as it discovered the
reality of the Resurrection.
The great writer C.S. Lewis wrote of his conversion to
Christianity as being “Surprised by joy”. Might we suggest that
the key to the impact of the great followers of Jesus on those
they met is precisely that, no matter what the circumstances,
the encounter was one of Joy. Think of Francis of Assisi,
Blessed John XX111, Pope Francis. In one of his collections of
meditations about Christian life, Father Henri Nouwen writes:
There is an intimate relationship between joy and hope.
While optimism makes us live as if some day soon things
will go better, hope frees us from the need to predict the
future and allows us to live in the present with deep trust
in God. …joy in this perspective is the fruit of hope. When
I trust deeply that today God is truly with me and holds
me safe, I can let go of my anxious need to know how
tomorrow will look, or what will happen next month or
next year. I can be fully where I am and pay attention to the
many signs of God’s love within and around me.

THIS WEEK...
Where there is sadness,
let me bring joy
- Francis of Assisi

Prayer
Loving God
As the hand is made for
holding and the eye for seeing
You have fashioned us for joy.
Share with us the vision that
finds joy everywhere.
May our works of mercy and
justice help others to find joy in
living. AMEN.

(Here and Now, Living in the Spirit )
What are the things in your life that bring you true joy? As
the Society rule states, Vincentian service is joyful service;
how do you bring the joy of the gospel to those you serve?
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I AM THE GOOD
SHEPHERD – THE
POWER OF LOVE
FOURTH SUNDAY EASTER

26 APRIL
2015

Acts 4: 8-12
1 Jn 3: 1-2
Jn 10: 11-18
The Gospel for today begins with the words, “Jesus said, I
am the good shepherd.” The notion of a real life shepherd may
be foreign to a lot of us today in a post-modern world but the
vocation of shepherd in the time of Jesus meant much more
than someone just looking after sheep. To be a good shepherd
meant that one had qualities of diligence and dependability,
courage and bravery, integrity and a nurturing heart. A good
shepherd had no hesitation in risking his own life against that
of wolves and other wild animals for the safety of his flock.
It is not surprising then that Jesus chose the image of the
Good Shepherd to express his love for the world. The people
of Jesus’ time would have been able to relate to this image –
whilst at the same time possibly not fully grasping what Jesus
meant by “and I lay down my life in order to take it up again.”
Hearing these words in the Easter season, Jesus’ message is
loud and clear. And it is very clear that the love of God is not
limited to a few. “And there are other sheep I have that are not
of this fold, and these I have to lead as well.” If we are to really
embrace and exude the love of Christ in our lives, then we too
are called to love those who are ‘not of this fold’, however they
may present themselves to us. Through our good works, we
live the power of God’s love to everyone whom we serve.
Gather some images of the good shepherd. Look at them
closely. Share with the rest of the group the qualities of
the image of the shepherd that resonate with you.

THIS WEEK...
We have come to know and to
believe in the love God has for us.

Prayer
True friend and faithful
companion
it is you who persist with me
pursue me to live my truth
to live the courage of love
and not fear that stifles spirit
and shackles freedom.
Yes it is you who wake me
reflect with me
insist I choose.
- Noel Davis
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